ERE’s GLOBAL LEADERS FORUM presents the

Environmental Film Festival Screening of Are Vah!

(FRA 2014, directed by: Micha Patault & Sarah Irion)

India’s need for energy is rising fast. The French AREVA corporation is set to build a nuclear power plant – the largest in the world – on a beachfront south of Mumbai in a seismic active zone. A project that causes uncertainty and anger upon the local fishermen. Is the world’s largest democracy ready for a nuclear renaissance?

Introduction by:
Professor Jonathan Haskett, Associate Director, ERE Program

Tuesday, March 24, 2015
1740 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Nitze Auditorium, Washington, DC 20036
12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. | Light refreshments will be served

Please RSVP to SAISEREGlobal@jhu.edu